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As firms outsource IT activities they create an outsourcing profile—the set of outsourcing arrangements in which a firm engages. A firm’s IT outsourcing profile is influenced by the business strategies that define outsourcing objectives, the firm’s IT and organizational competencies, and the capabilities available from vendors. In a prior briefing we noted that different outsourcing arrangements demand different organizational competencies. In this briefing we review IT outsourcing options in light of firms’ IT objectives and vendors’ value propositions.

Firms have four choices of what to outsource: (1) infrastructure and computer operations encompassing all shared services and local infrastructures; (2) applications development delivering new capabilities; (3) application maintenance and enhancement; and (4) IT-enabled business processes. Firms may choose to partly or wholly outsource one, some or all of these activities. Firms then have two choices of how to outsource each activity: (1) large-scale strategic partnerships in which a firm contracts for broadly defined services from a single vendor; and (2) selective, best of breed outsourcing in which a firm contracts for a service component that may—or may not—be customized to its specific needs. Each outsourcing arrangement responds to different organizational objectives and demands different competencies. Figure 1 summarizes firms’ IT outsourcing options in a 4x2 matrix.

The matrix in Figure 1 can be filled in to show the thrust of a firm’s existing outsourcing arrangements or to help firms identify primary and secondary targets for their outsourcing efforts. Although a firm's outsourcing profile may include examples of outsourcing arrangements in each of the cells in the matrix, its key IT outsourcing objectives can often be addressed within a single cell or small set of cells. Large-scale partnerships require a great deal of management attention and initially are highly disruptive. Selective outsourcing requires the ability to integrate individual service components. Firms we have studied benefit from limiting their outsourcing to arrangements that have a strong value proposition. A clearly defined outsourcing strategy (i.e., what and how a firm chooses to outsource) requires alignment between a firm's IT objectives, its IT and organizational capabilities and what a vendor has to offer. Examples of three firms’ dominant outsourcing arrangements are instructive.

Examples of Outsourcing Arrangements

Outsourcing for Business Transformation

BuildCo, a manufacturing firm, has focused its outsourcing efforts on developing a single strategic partnership, consuming nearly half the firm’s IT expense budget and encompassing most infrastructure services and data center operations as well as some application development and maintenance. BuildCo instituted outsourcing to help transform from a set of independent operating units to a global firm with a portfolio of powerful consumer brands. Management viewed the role of IT in its transformation as providing shared technology platforms and data to facilitate both common enterprise-wide business processes and unique business applications. The objectives of the outsourcing arrangements were: (1) to ensure professional development of IT staff and, accordingly, access to industry best practice; (2) to provide variable, secure, and reliable computing capacity; and (3) to permit increased management focus on the distinctive capabilities of the firm—manufacturing and R&D—rather than on computer center operations and other IT activities. BuildCo’s outsourcing vendor has helped the firm design and implement a more standardized technology.
environment. With the vendor’s active involvement BuildCo has implemented a portal and middleware to enhance access to data and enable enterprise-wide solutions. As a strategic partner, the vendor manages most operational IT responsibilities. For example, most IT vendors who solicit IT managers at BuildCo are directed to the outsourcing vendor to make their case. This arrangement preserves management focus for more strategic concerns. BuildCo is developing IT staff who can identify strategic IT solutions and work with the vendor and key business partners to implement those solutions.

Outsourcing for Improved Time to Market
FinCo, a financial services firm, provides an example of an alternative approach to large-scale outsourcing. This firm considers IT operations to be a competitive strength. FinCo has a highly standardized IT environment, which it manages for low-cost and high reliability. Outsourcing vendors have confirmed that the firm would not achieve cost savings by outsourcing its computer center operations. FinCo is transforming to an electronic business. Strategically, senior management has positioned the firm to provide extraordinary personal service through on-line and call center personnel. Thus, FinCo requires timely implementation of state-of-the-art systems. The firm can leverage packaged software but it has constant demands for developing new systems or enhancements to packages. FinCo views outsourcing as a way to supplement its several hundred developers with a capable but variable work force. Accordingly, FinCo has engaged in a strategic partnership with a vendor providing approximately 25% of its application maintenance and new application development staff.

Although FinCo had traditionally boasted strong project management methodology, the outsourcing vendor brought even more rigorous project methodology to the firm’s IT management practices. Meanwhile, FinCo’s own governance processes apply project evaluation and program management practices to ensure that IT investments target enterprise priorities and that projects sharing new infrastructure requirements are sequenced to experiment with and then implement emerging standards. These arrangements have enabled FinCo to successfully complete ambitious customer service-oriented development projects and improve time to market. The variable work force allows FinCo to establish project priorities according to strategic objectives rather than identify projects to keep all staff gainfully employed.

Neither BuildCo nor FinCo used best of breed outsourcing as a dominant approach to outsourcing, but both did some selective outsourcing of services or projects outside their primary outsourcing focus. BuildCo preferred to limit the number of relationships it had to manage, but noted that competitive bids could keep a strategic partner “on its toes.” FinCo occasionally has made selective outsourcing agreements with firms providing unique infrastructure services. Both firms insist that selective outsourcing arrangements conform to their rules (technology standards, user interface, project methodology) to protect and leverage their IT architectures.

Outsourcing for Enhanced Business Experimentation
In contrast to the first two examples, TransCo, a transportation company, has eschewed large-scale outsourcing in favor of smaller, often short-term vendor relationships. This firm, like FinCo, considers IT operations to be a competitive strength and believes it cannot achieve either cost or quality savings through outsourcing. In addition, TransCo takes pride in the professional opportunities it offers to IT developers and has not engaged in large-scale outsourcing of development and maintenance. However, TransCo’s strategy calls for leading edge IT applications to provide competitive advantage through innovative customer services and lower cost operations.

TransCo has found significant benefits in working with firms specializing in state of the art technologies and technical solutions. These small-scale partnerships allow the firm to experiment with possible business solutions offered by emerging technologies. For example, TransCo arranged with several technology vendors to develop wireless applications for its workforce. The firm eventually implemented on a large scale only a subset of the experiments, but the outsourcing helped clarify what benefits the firm could generate from wireless technologies. In working with vendors this way, TransCo effectively outsources its R&D efforts through a selective set of partnerships.

Developing an Outsourcing Profile
These three firms’ outsourcing arrangements reflect their different objectives for IT. They also reflect the firms’ understanding how a vendor could contribute to their existing IT capabilities. BuildCo sought an efficient computing environment built to industry standards. BuildCo’s vendor introduced its own highly standardized technology solutions and
provided a computing environment to enable the firm’s adoption of standardized business processes. FinCo sought supplemental IT development resources to meet its heavy new application development requirements. FinCo’s vendor introduced project methodology enhancements while providing a highly skilled variable work force. TransCo sought technology R&D via selective partnerships in which technology firms developed the unique capabilities of their own innovations to help stage business experiments within TransCo.

Much of the discussion of IT outsourcing success has focused on the ability of vendors to cut their clients’ IT costs. The above examples underscore that cost savings is not necessarily the most significant, and certainly not the only, benefit of outsourcing. As firms recognize the IT requirements of their strategic business objectives, they can identify how outsourcers can not only provide a needed service but enhance their existing capabilities.

Planning a strategic outsourcing profile begins with understanding the key gaps between what capabilities IT already provides to a firm and what capabilities the firm most needs. Thus, firms with poorly defined enterprise architectures, inadequate shared services, or IT operations at risk of security breaches or downtime can benefit from the expertise of vendors providing IT infrastructure and data center operations. Firms attempting to integrate large legacy systems can benefit from the expertise of vendors who provide not only maintenance support but also rigorous methodology and professional development of staff. Firms that have redundant, inconsistent business processes across business units may find value in the offerings of business process outsourcers. Business process outsourcing, like more traditional IT outsourcing, allows a firm to leverage the best practices of a specialist for those processes in which industry standard is the firm’s highest aspiration. Firms can obviously choose to bolster their in-house capabilities rather than outsource, but they may find management attention more valuable elsewhere.

Once a firm understands what it wants to outsource, it can choose between a large-scale partnership or best of breed approach. The decision on how to outsource depends, in part, on how broad a set of services management chooses to outsource. Another critical determinant will be whether the firm prefers to focus on managing a vendor or on integrating individual tasks. In any case, firms must plan their outsourcing profiles to enhance rather than “give away” their IT capabilities.

---

Figure 1: Table of Outsourcing Arrangement Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Large-scale Strategic Partnership</th>
<th>Selective, Best of Breed Outsourcing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure &amp; Data Center Operations</strong></td>
<td>BuildCo</td>
<td>TransCo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Application Development</strong></td>
<td>FinCo</td>
<td>TransCo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Maintenance &amp; Enhancement</strong></td>
<td>BuildCo, FinCo</td>
<td>TransCo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Processes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>TransCo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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